FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

AGC Unveils Damage-Resistant Dragontrail™ Glass
for Smartphone, Tablet PC, TV Makers Worldwide
Tokyo, January 20, 2011 - AGC announced today it will launch worldwide sales of Dragontrail™, a
glass material that is highly receptive to chemical strengthening, to respond to surging global demands
for high-quality cover glass used for screens on electronic devices. By 2012, AGC expects to achieve
sales of over 30 billion yen (about 360 million USD) in the global market for chemically strengthened
cover glass used in smartphones, tablet PCs, TVs and similar devices.
Chemically strengthened Dragontrail is six times stronger than conventional soda-lime glass, highly
resistant to scratches and features a beautiful, pristine finish compared with resin. Dragontrail,
developed from market-proven raw glass for chemical strengthening, is free of environmentally
harmful materials such as arsenic, lead and antimony.
AGC uses a highly efficient float process to manufacture Dragontrail by utilizing the company’s
extensive technical expertise in producing specialized glass for electronics acquired through
manufacturing TFT glass substrates. The superior production efficiency of this manufacturing process
ensures stable supply of cover glass for the growing global mobile device market. AGC will also
proactively respond to growing demand for cover glass used in televisions.
“Dragontrail is a a strategic product that will build new foundations for growth under Grow Beyond,
our management policy,” said Yoshiaki Tamura, Deputy President of AGC’s Electronics Company unit.
“We will continue to explore new applications for this versatile product as we expand its global
market.”
The demand for cover material is growing in parallel with the rapid proliferation of smartphones,
tablet PCs and other devices, many of which feature designs where touchscreen panels cover the
majority of their surfaces. These mobile devices require protection against shocks and grazing
resulting from touch operation, accidental drops and scraping inside a pocket or bag. AGC’s
Dragontrail offers a superior substitute to conventional cover material, such as soda-lime glass, which
lacks strength, and resin, which is prone to scratches and limited by poor texture quality.

About the AGC Group
The AGC Group, with Tokyo-based Asahi Glass Co., Ltd. at its core, is a world-leading supplier of flat,
automotive and display glass, chemicals and other high-tech materials and components. Drawing on
more than a century of technical innovation, the AGC Group has developed world-class expertise in
fields including glass, fluorine chemistry and ceramics technologies. The group employs some 47,000
people worldwide and generates annual sales of more than 12 billion USD through business in about
30 countries. For more information, please visit www.agc-group.com/en.

◎Inquiries: Toshihiro Ueda, General Manager, Corporate Communications & Investor Relations,
Asahi Glass Co., Ltd.
(Contact: Masahiko Tobari or Hiroyuki Wakasugi; Tel: +81-3-3218-5509; E-mail: info-pr@agc.com)
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Suitability of Dragontrail for Touchscreen LCDs
Dragontrail is strong, scratch-resistant and features a beautiful finish, making it an ideal material for
cover glass, the outermost layer.
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Dragontrail Specifications
Thickness: Available in a variety of thicknesses ranging from 0.5 mm to over 5.0 mm
Size: Variable upon request

